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Wisdom from Asekor’s Journal, Part One

“For wisdom is a defence, and money is a defence: but the excellency of
knowledge is, that wisdom giveth life to them that have it.”

ECCLESIASTES 7:12 (King James Version)

n all my tour in life, I have found that only patience construes a world that is
so cryptic, therefore, I say to the broken soul take refuge in your credence, and
decelerate the emotions that seem contentious, yet don't be contingent to

goals that are not aligned with your vision.

To the wandering soul, you must be brazen and bold in a consensus harmony
with your soul dealing with the arrogant foe to bring life to the broken wind.

In all you do, you must be brunt, yet not caustic to the soul that may need your
rescue; nevertheless, you must prohibit the carnage soul that may coerce into
your life as a parasite.

You must stay the course with your family so that a new dawn may bolster your
existence to bring good to your environmental inhabitance.

If the cognizant of life has hit the core of your being, don't perish, it is all for the
greater good. It’s there to delineate your rise to a better purpose.

You are competent to construe your life and that of your family in a manner in
which they will be acclaimed as victors, not victims.

It is in your will to converge your family into a single direction, therefore you must
be adamant in all you do to avert adversity storms. Though the adverse wind of
adversity thrust it's sword at you daily, you must not waver.
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Articulate your dreams and decelerate those thoughts that seem to be hasty.
Before you reach the culmination of life you will face many hurdles, yet with
perseverance you will prevail. So don’t quit, but mobilize those feeble emotions
to converge your dream to a deiform crest.

The essence of life must be a deference that you must hold close to heart, so let
the cognizant of life be engraved upon your heart so that you won’t waver no
matter how hard adversity thrusts its sword. Know that the future is a better goal
than the past.

If a friend or love one is deterrent to the soul and seem to contort your love,
reach out to a stranger who had never known love, and he shall esteem you for
the rest of your days.

When your soul is down and finds no refuge in solitary places where the lakes
are in consensus harmony with the music of the wind, seek out the Lord so that
he will bestow his grace upon your heart.

When life seems to circumvent through a divine calling and causes chaos within
the soul, run in concurrent with your credence and not faint, cause without a fight
your testimony will be an empty seed.

Beauty fades , but love supersedes it all, so do not hold on to the soul that will
decry your love, but take refuge in that which catches you and prevents your soul
from falling.
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